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Invariants of approximate transformation groups are studied. It turns out that
the infinitesimal criterion for them is similar to that of Lie's theory. Namely, the
problem of invariants of approximate groups reduces to solving first-order partial
differential equations with a small parameter. The problems of solvability, number
of independent invariants, and a representation of general approximate invariants
are discussed. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry properties of differential equations with a small parameter
are expediently investigated by using the concept of approximate transfor-
w x mation groups. Such groups were introduced and partly studied in 1 see
w x .also 2 and references therein . In particular, a possibility of constructing
approximate solutions of differential equations using their approximate
w xsymmetries was shown in 1 . In this way, a notion of invariants of
approximate transformation groups was used.
In this paper, an infinitesimal criterion for invariants of approximate
groups is studied. It is similar to that of Lie's theory. Namely, the problem
of invariants of approximate groups is reduced to solving linear first-order
 .partial differential equations PDEs with a small parameter. Therefore,
solutions of such equations are considered in detail.
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This paper is quite related to previous works on approximate transfor-
w xmation groups 1, 2 and therefore the notation used there is utilized.
 1 N . NNamely, hereafter, z s z , . . . , z g R is the independent variable and
« is a small parameter. The equality
F z , « s o « p , .  .
means that
F z , « .
lim s 0,p««ª0
or, equivalently,
F z , « s « pq1w z , « , .  .
 .where w z, « is an analytic function defined in a neighborhood of « s 0
and p is a positive integer.
If
f z , « y g z , « s o « p , .  .  .
we write
f z , « s g z , « q o « p , .  .  .
or, briefly
f f g .
The common rule on summation with respect to a repeated index is
used. However, the  sign appears in the cases when summation limits are
not evident.
For comparison, some results of the theory of invariants for exact
 w x.transformation groups are presented for details see, for example, 3 .
 .Let G be a local Lie group of transformationsr
zX i s f i z , a , i s 1, . . . , N , .
N  1 r . rin R with a group parameter a s a , . . . , a g R and let
­
iX s j z .a a i­ z
be base generators of the corresponding Lie algebra. A non-constant
 .  X.  .function I z is called an in¨ariant of the group G , if I z s I z for allr
 .transformations G . A necessary and sufficient condition for I z to be anr
invariant of G is thatr
X I z s 0, a s 1, . . . , r . 1.1 .  .a
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 .Equations 1.1 are linear first-order partial differential equations. A
 .number of their solutions is defined by the generic rank r# j of the
5 i .5matrix j z . Namely, if r# - N, then the group G has N y r#a r
1 . Ny r# .functionally independent invariants I z , . . . , I z and any other
invariant can be represented in the form
I z s w I 1 z , . . . , I Ny r# z .  .  . .
for some function w.
The main results of the paper are as follows.
In Section 2, the infinitesimal criterion for invariance of approximate
functions under an approximate transformation group is proved Theorem
.1 . It is shown that if
­
iX s j z , « , a s 1, . . . , r , 1.2 .  .a a i­ z
generate a basis of the corresponding approximate Lie algebra, then
 .invariants I z, « of the approximate group can be found as solutions of
the equations
X I z , « f 0, a s 1, . . . , r . 1.3 .  .a
 .Equations 1.3 are linear first-order partial differential equations with a
 .small parameter and we call them approximate equations see Definition 3 .
The other sections are devoted to investigation of such equations.
In Section 3, it is shown that a one-parameter group of transformations
in R N has exactly N y 1 independent invariants. A formula for the
representation of the general invariant is proposed in Theorem 3.
In the case of multi-parameter approximate groups which are consid-
 .ered in Section 4, the solution of the system 1.3 of the approximate
equations is equivalent to one of the systems V , V , . . . , V of nonhomo-0 1 p
geneous linear first-order partial differential equations independent of the
  ..small parameter the systems 4.2 . However, unlike the theory of invari-
 .ants of exact Lie transformation groups, the condition that operators 1.2
generate an approximate Lie algebra is not sufficient for completeness and
compatibility of the systems V , . . . , V . The problem of calculating invari-0 p
ants of multi-parameter groups is solved only after the reduction of the
 .corresponding systems V , V , . . . , V to solvable form Proposition 2 .0 1 p
Then, Proposition 3 yields forms of independent invariants, and a formula
of representation of the general invariant of a multi-parameter approxi-
mate group follows from Theorem 4.
In Section 5, a sufficient condition of completeness of the systems
V , V , . . . , V is given.0 1 p
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2. INVARIANCE OF APPROXIMATE FUNCTIONS
 .Consider a smooth function I z, « of the form
I z , « s I z q « I z q ??? q« pI z q o « p . .  .  .  .  .0 1 p
 .  .  .DEFINITION 1. A class of functions J z, « such that J z, « f I z, «
 .is called an approximate function I z, « .
 4Let a family of approximate transformations T ,a
i iT : z f f z , a, « .a
s f i z , a q « f i z , a q ??? q« p f i z , a , i s 1, . . . , N , 2.1 .  .  .  .0 1 p
in R N form an r-parameter approximate transformation group G withr
respect to a group parameter a g R N, and let
­
iX s j z , « , a s 1, . . . , r , 2.2 .  .a a i­ z
be a basis of the corresponding approximate Lie algebra.
 .DEFINITION 2. An approximate function I z, « is called an in¨ariant of
 .the approximate group G of the transformations 2.1 , ifr
I zX , « f I z , « 2.3 .  .  .
for each z g R N and an admissible a g R r.
 .THEOREM 1. An approximate function I z, « is an in¨ariant of the
 .approximate group G with the base generators 2.2 if and only if the followingr
approximate equations hold:
X I z , « f 0, a s 1, . . . , r . 2.4 .  .a
 4Proof. The family T of the approximate transformations forms aa
 . w xlocal Lie group 2 . Therefore for any element of this group, a one-
parameter subgroup can be defined passing through this element see, e.g.,
w x.  .3, 4 . Hence, an approximate function I z, « is an invariant of the
r-parameter approximate group G if and only if it is an invariant of anyr
one-parameter subgroup G .1
Let us consider a one-parameter subgroup G with the generator1
i . i.X s j z, « ­r­ z . In this case, the necessary condition of the theorem
 . 1is proved by the differentiation of 2.3 with respect to a g R by means of
the equality
dI zX , « ­ I zX , « dzX i ­ I zX , « .  .  .
Xis f j z , « , 2.5 .  .X i X ida da­ z ­ z
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where the last approximate equality is valid by virtue of Lie's theorem for
w xone-parameter approximate transformation groups 1, 2 .
 .To prove sufficiency, we consider Eqs. 2.4 rewritten at the point
X  .z f f z, a, « :
­ I zX , « .
Xij z , « f 0. . X i­ z
 .Then using 2.5 , it follows that
dI zX , « .
f 0. 2.6 .
da
  ..Hence, the function I f z, a, « , as a function of a, satisfies the approxi-
 .mate differential equation 2.6 with the initial conditions
XI z , « f I z , « . 2.7 .  .  .as0
 .  .The solution of the approximate Cauchy problem 2.6 , 2.7 gives the
 .approximate equation 2.3 .
Since any generator X of the approximate Lie algebra can be repre-
sented in the form X s laX , where the X are base generators anda a
a  .l s const, we have 2.4 . The theorem is proved.
 .Remark 1. Equations 2.4 are linear first-order partial differential
equations with coefficients depending on a small parameter. Hence, the
problem of constructing invariants of approximate transformation groups
is reduced to solving such equations.
 .Remark 2. In 2.4 , instead of the base operators, essential operators of
the approximate Lie algebra can be considered. Recall that base operators
of an approximate Lie algebra are obtained by the addition to essential
operators some operators which are obtained by multiplying the essential
2 p  p. operators by « , « , . . . , « and neglecting the terms of order o « see
w x.2 .
3. ONE-PARAMETER APPROXIMATE GROUPS:
INTEGRATION OF A FIRST-ORDER LINEAR
PDE WITH A SMALL PARAMETER
Let us consider a set of p q 1 smooth N-dimensional vector-functions
h z , h z , . . . , h z .  .  .0 1 p
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with coordinates
h i z , h i z , . . . , h i z , i s 1, . . . , N , .  .  .0 1 p
and a class of equations
­ I ­ I ­ I
1 2 Nh z , « q h z , « q ??? qh z , « s 0 3.1 .  .  .  .1 2 N­ z ­ z ­ z
such that
h i z , « f h i z q «h i z q ??? q« ph i z . 3.2 .  .  .  .  .0 1 p
 . i .DEFINITION 3. The set of Eqs. 3.1 with coefficients h z, « satisfying
 .  .  .the conditions 3.2 with fixed vector-functions h z , . . . , h z is called an0 p
  p..approximate up to o « equation.
 .  1 . N ..At first, we consider the case h z s h z , . . . , h z / 0. Then for0 0 0
 .some approximate equations of the form 3.1 with fixed coefficients
i .  .   p..h z, « satisfying the conditions 3.2 , an approximate up to o «
 .solution I z, « can be found in the form
I z , « s I z q « I z q ??? q« pI z . 3.3 .  .  .  .  .0 1 p
 .  .  .Substituting 3.3 and 3.2 into 3.1 and equating to zero the coefficients
of powers of « on the left-hand side of the obtained equality yield the
equations
­ I ­ I ­ I0 0 01 2 Nh z q h z q ??? qh z s 0, 3.4 .  .  .  .0 0 01 2 N­ z ­ z ­ z
­ I ­ I ­ I ­ I1 1 0 01 N 1 Nh z q ??? qh z s yh z y ??? yh z , 3.5 .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 11 N 1 N­ z ­ z ­ z ­ z
? ? ? ? ?
­ I ­ Ip p1 Nh z q ??? qh z .  .0 01 N­ z ­ z
p ­ I ­ Ipyk pyk1 Ns y h z q ??? qh z . 3.6 .  .  . k k1 N /­ z ­ zks1
 .  .It is clear from this system that the functions I z , . . . , I z are defined0 p
 .  .only by the vector-functions h z , . . . , h z and they don't depend on a0 p
i .  .choice of the coefficients h z, « from 3.2 . Therefore we use the
following definition.
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DEFINITION 4. An approximate solution of the approximate differential
 .  .  .equation 3.1 , 3.2 is defined as a class of functions I z, « such that
I z , « f I z q « I z q ??? q« pI z , 3.7 .  .  .  .  .0 1 p
 .  .where the functions I z , . . . , I z are determined by the system0 p
 .  .3.4 ] 3.6 .
 .  .Let us show that any approximate equation 3.1 , 3.2 has N y 1
 .approximate solutions of the form 3.7 that are functionally independent
 .  .when « s 0. Indeed, the function I z is determined from Eq. 3.40
1 . 2 . Ny1 .having N y 1 functionally independent solutions I z , I z , . . . , I z .0 0 0
k .For each of these functions I z , k s 1, . . . , N y 1, one can obtain a0
k .  .partial solution I z of the corresponding Eq. 3.5 . Similarly, partial1
 .  .solutions of every equation of the system 3.4 ] 3.6 are constructed. As a
result, N y 1 approximate partial solutions
I k z , « f I k z q « I k z q ??? q« pI k z , k s 1, . . . , N y 1 .  .  .  .0 1 p
3.8 .
 .  .functionally independent when « s 0 of the approximate equation 3.1 ,
 .3.2 are obtained.
These solutions can be used for constructing the general approximate
 .  .solution of the approximate equation 3.1 , 3.2 . The result is as follows.
 . 1 .THEOREM 2. If the ¨ector-function h z / 0 and I z, « , . . . ,0
Ny1 .I z, « are functionally independent approximate solutions of the approxi-
 .  .mate equation 3.1 , 3.2 , then the general solution of this equation has the
form
I f w I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 q «w I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 q ??? q« pw I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 , .  .  .0 1 p
3.9 .
where w , w , . . . , w are arbitrary functions. That is, any approximate solution0 1 p
I z , « f c z q «c z q ??? q« pc z 3.10 .  .  .  .  .0 1 p
 .  .  .of the approximate equation 3.1 , 3.2 can be represented in the form 3.9 .
 .Remark 3. In the formula 3.9 , the arguments of the functions w ,i
 py i.i s 0, . . . , p, are considered up to o « .
 .  .  .Proof. The function c z from 3.10 is a solution of the exact0
 .   . .equation 3.4 obtained from 3.1 when « s 0 and can be represented as
1 . Ny1 .a function of the functionally independent solutions I z , . . . , I z of0 0
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  ..this equation in the form see 3.8
c z s w I 1 z , . . . , I Ny1 z .  .  . .0 0 0 0
 .with an appropriately chosen function w . Therefore the solution I z, «0
can be rewritten as
1 Ny1 Ä pÄI z , « f w I z , « , . . . , I z , « q «c z q ??? q« c z .  .  .  .  . .0 1 p
Ä Ä .  .for some functions c z , . . . , c z .1 p
Ä  .  .Here the function c z is also a solution of Eq. 3.4 and can be1
represented in the form
Ä 1 Ny1c z s w I z , . . . , I z . .  .  . .1 1 0 0
Therefore we have
I z , « f w I 1 z , « , . . . , I Ny1 z , « q «w I 1 z , « , . . . , I Ny1 z , « .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1
2 pq « c z q ??? q« c z .  .2 p
 .  .for some functions c z , . . . , c z .2 p
Repeating p times the above procedure, we complete the proof of
Theorem 2.
  2 ..EXAMPLE 1. Consider the approximate up to o « equation
­ I ­ I
2 2 21 q « x q « q « xy s 0. 3.11 .  . .
­ x ­ y
Its solution can be found in the form
I x , y , « f I x , y q « I x , y q « 2I x , y , .  .  .  .0 1 2
 .  .  .where the functions I x, y , I x, y , I x, y are determined from the0 1 2
system
­ I0 s 0,
­ x
­ I ­ I1 0s y ,
­ x ­ y
­ I ­ I ­ I ­ I2 0 1 02s yx y y xy .
­ x ­ x ­ y ­ y
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The first equation of this system has only one functionally independent
solution: let I 1 s y. Substituting this solution into the second equation, we0
obtain a partial solution I 1 s yx. As a partial solution of the third1
11 2equation, one can choose I s y x y.2 2
 .Thus, Eq. 3.11 has an approximate solution
« 2
1 2I x , y , « s y y « x y x y .
2
 .and according to Theorem 2, any approximate solution of Eq. 3.11 can be
represented in the form
« 2
2 2I f w y y « x y x y q «w y y « x q « w y 3.12 .  .  .0 1 2 /2
for appropriately chosen functions w , w , and w .0 1 2
 .  .  .Let us now consider the case, when in 3.2 , h z s h z s ??? s0 1
 .  .h z s 0, and h z / 0 for some q, 1 F q F p. Then after renumber-qy1 q
 .ing, the condition 3.2 can be written as
h i z , « f « q h i z q «h i z q ??? q« pyqh i z q o « p , 3.13 .  .  .  .  .  . .0 1 pyq
 .where h z / 0. In this case, an approximate solution satisfying the0
 .  .  p.approximate equation 3.1 , 3.13 with precision o « can be found in the
form
I z , « s I z q « I z q ??? q« pyqI z q o « pyq , 3.14 .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 pyq
 .  .where the functions I z , . . . , I z are determined from the first p y q0 pyq
 .  .q 1 equations of the system 3.4 ] 3.6 . Thus, the following proposition is
valid.
 .PROPOSITION 1. The problem of the approximate integration of Eqs. 3.1 ,
 .  p.  .3.13 with precision o « is equi¨ alent to that of Eq. 3.1 with precision
 pyq.  . qo « where the coefficients are obtained from 3.13 by di¨ iding by « .
In this case, Theorem 2 takes the form:
X i .  .  .THEOREM 2 . Let the functions h z, « in 3.1 ha¨e the form 3.13 ,
 . 1 . Ny1 .where h z / 0, and I z, « , . . . , I z, « are functionally independent0
 .  .approximate solutions of the form 3.14 of the approximate equation 3.1 ,
 .   p..3.13 . Then any approximate up to o « solution of this approximate
equation can be represented in the form
I s w I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 q «w I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 q ??? .  .0 1
q « pyqw I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 q o « pyq . 3.15 .  .  .pyq
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 .Remark 4. In formula 3.15 , the arguments of the functions w , i si
 pyqyi.  .0, . . . , p y q, are considered up to o « cf. Remark 3 to Theorem 2 .
  2 ..EXAMPLE 2. Consider the approximate up to o « equation
­ I ­ I
2« q « s 0 3.16 .
­ x ­ y
 .obtained from 3.9 by multiplying by « . According to Proposition 1 and
X   2 ..Theorem 2 , any approximate up to o « solution of this equation can
be represented in the form
I s w y y « x q «w y q o « 3.17 .  .  .  .0 1
 .cf. Example 1 .
The following result for invariants of one-parameter approximate trans-
formation groups is obtained from Theorems 2 and 2X.
THEOREM 3. Any one-parameter approximate transformation group G1
generated by the operator
­
iX s j z , « . i­ z
with coordinates
j i z , « f « q j i z q «j i z q ??? q« pyqj i z .  .  .  . .0 1 pyq
qo « p , q s 0, . . . , p , .
 .  1 . N ..where the ¨ector j z s j z , . . . , j z / 0 has exactly N y 1 in¨ari-0 0 0
ants of the form
I k z , « f I k z q « I k z q ??? q« pyqI k z , .  .  .  .0 1 pyq
I k z / 0, k s 1, . . . , N y 1. .0
These in¨ariants are functionally independent when « s 0. Any in¨ariant of
G can be represented in the form1
I z , « s w I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 q «w I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 q ??? .  .  .0 1
q « pyqw I 1 , . . . , I Ny1 q o « pyq , .  .pyq
where w , w , . . . , w are arbitrary functions.0 1 pyq
Remark 5. The last formula can be rewritten in the equivalent form
I z , « f w I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I Ny1 , « , .  .
where w is an arbitrary function of n arguments.
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  2 ..EXAMPLE 3. Consider the approximate up to o « transformation
 .group on the plane x, y ,
a3 1
X X2 2 2 2 2x f x q a q « x a q xa q , y s y q « a q « xya q ya / /3 2
with the generator
­ ­
2 2 2X s 1 q « x q « q « xy . 3.18 .  . .
­ x ­ y
The invariants of this group are determined by the equation
­ I ­ I
2 2 2 21 q « x q « q « xy s o « .  . .
­ x ­ y
and, according to Example 1, the general invariant is
« 2
2 2I f w y y « x y x y q «w y y « x q « w y , .  .0 1 2 /2
where w , w , and w are arbitrary functions.0 1 2
Any invariant of the exact transformation group generated by the
 .operator 3.18 has the form
y y « x
I x , y s w , .  /2 2’1 q « x
where w is an arbitrary function and « is a constant. The Taylor expansion
 .in « of the argument gives
y y « x « 2
2 2s y y « x y x y q o « . .
2 2’ 21 q « x
4. MULTI-PARAMETER APPROXIMATE GROUPS:
INTEGRATION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR
FIRST-ORDER PDEs WITH
A SMALL PARAMETER
Consider a system of r approximate linear homogeneous first-order
partial differential equations
X I ' X q « X q ??? q« pX I f 0, .a a , 0 a , 1 a , p0 0 0 0
X I ' « X q ??? q« pX I f 0, .a a , 0 a , py11 1 1
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? ? ? 4.1 .
X I ' « k X q ??? q« pX I f 0, .a a , 0 a , pykk k k
? ? ?
X I ' « pX I f 0,a a , 0p p
including r equations of k th-order in « k s 0, . . . , p, a s 1, . . . , r , andk k k
.r q r q ??? qr s r . Here the operators X have the form0 1 p a , jk
­
iX s j z . .a , j a , j ik k ­ z
 .One may seek approximate solutions of system 4.1 in the form
I z , « f I z q « I z q ??? q« pI z . .  .  .  .0 1 p
After substitution of this equality in the system, the following sequence of
systems V , V , . . . , V for I , I , . . . , I is obtained:0 1 p 0 1 p
system V ,0
X I s 0,a , 0 00
X I s 0,a , 0 01
? ? ?
X I s 0;a , 0 0p
system V ,1
X I q X I s 0,a , 0 1 a , 1 00 0
X I q X I s 0,a , 0 1 a , 1 01 1
? ? ?
X I q X I s 0;a , 0 1 a , 1 0py 1 py1
system V ,2
X I q X I q X I s 0,a , 0 2 a , 1 1 a , 2 00 0 0
X I q X I q X I s 0,a , 0 2 a , 1 1 a , 2 01 1 1 4.2 .
? ? ?
X I q X I q X I s 0;a , 0 2 a , 1 1 a , 2 0py 2 py2 py2
system V ,p
X I q X I q ??? qX I s 0.a , 0 p a , 1 py1 a , p 00 0 0
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We will consider the system V of homogeneous equations as one for0
 .determining the function I z , and each of the systems V , q s 1, . . . , p0 q
 .of nonhomogeneous equations as one for determining the function I zq
 .  .when the functions I z , . . . , I z are known and satisfy the systems0 qy1
V , . . . , V . For investigation of such systems, the methods of solving0 qy1
 w x.systems of linear first-order partial differential equations see, e.g., 5 are
used. Accordingly, as the first step, conditions of compatibility and com-
pleteness have to be checked.
For investigating the condition of completeness of a system V , q sq
0, . . . , p, we have to calculate the Jacobi bracket for all pairs of equations
from V . As has been shown in the Appendix, thereafter we obtain aq
 .  .linear first-order partial differential equation for I z , . . . , I z , m F q.0 m
If this equation cannot be represented as a linear function of the equa-
tions of the systems V , . . . , V , we add this equation to the system V ,0 m m
m F q and repeat the procedure. Otherwise, the system is complete on
.the solutions of the systems V , . . . , V .0 qy1
For investigating the compatibility of a system V , q s 1, . . . , p, we willq
consider it as a system of first-order algebraic equations with respect to
­ I r­ z1, . . . , ­ I r­ z N. Then there are two possibilities.q q
 .1 The system V is compatible on the solutions of the systemsq
V , . . . , V .0 qy1
 .  .  .2 A new additional equation for I z , . . . , I z , m - q, is ob-0 m
tained. In this case, we add this equation to the system V and repeat them
described procedure.
Since any one of the systems V , . . . , V contains not more than N0 p
independent equations, after a finite number of steps, we obtain the
following result.
 .PROPOSITION 2. The sequence 4.2 of the systems V , V , . . . , V can be0 1 p
reduced to new systems V , V , . . . , V ha¨ing the following properties: e¨ery0 1 p
system V , 0 F q F p, is complete and compatible on the solutions of theq
systems V , . . . , V .0 qy1
ULet the system V of linear homogeneous equations contain r inde-0 0
Upendent equations. Then this system has s s N y r independent solu-0 0
tions
I 1 z , . . . , I s0 z . .  .0 0
k .For each function I z , k s 1, . . . , s , we can construct a partial0 0
k .solution I z of the system V .1 1
0Let the system V of homogeneous equations corresponding to V1 1
U U . contain r F r independent equations. It is obvious that all equations1 0
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0 0.of the system V are included in the system V . Therefore the system V1 0 1
Uhas s s N y r independent solutions and we can choose these solutions1 1
as
I 1 z , . . . , I s0 z , I s0q1 z , . . . , I s1 z . .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
  .  ..Consider now the system V . For each pair of the functions I z , I z2 0 1
of the form
I k z , I k z , k s 1, . . . , s ; 0, I l z , l s s q 1, . . . , s .  .  . .  .0 1 0 1 0 1
we can construct a corresponding partial solution
I i z , i s 1, . . . , s .2 1
0of the system V . As partial solutions of the corresponding system V of2 2
homogeneous equations we can choose
I 1 z , . . . , I s0 z , I s0q1 z , . . . , I s1 z , I s1q1 z , . . . , I s2 z , .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
U U 0where s s N y r , r is a number of independent equations of V .2 2 2 2
Continuing similar constructions for the systems V , . . . , V , we obtain3 p
the following.
0PROPOSITION 3. Let a number of independent equations of the system V k
U U .  .be equal to r k s 0, . . . , p , and s s N y r . Then the system 4.1 has sk k k p
independent approximate solutions of the form
I i0 z , « f I i0 z q « I i0 z q « 2I i0 z q ??? .  .  .  .0 1 2
q« pI i0 z , i s 1, . . . , s , .p 0 0
I i1 z , « f « I i1 z q « 2I i1 z q ??? q« pI i1 z , i s s q 1, . . . , s , .  .  .  .0 1 py1 1 0 1
I i2 z , « f « 2I i2 z q ??? q« pI i2 z , i s s q 1, . . . , s , .  .  .0 py2 2 1 2
? ? ?
I i p z , « f « pI i p z , i s s q 1, . . . , s , .  .0 p py1 p
k .where the functions I z , k s 1, . . . , s are functionally independent.0 p
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Let us introduce the following notation:
J i0 z , « s I i0 z q « I i0 z q « 2I i0 z q ??? .  .  .  .0 1 2
q« pI i0 z , i s 1, . . . , s , .p 0 0
J i1 z , « s I i1 z q « I i1 z q ??? q« py1I i1 z , i s s q 1, . . . , s , .  .  .  .0 1 py1 1 0 1
J i2 z , « s I i2 z q ??? q« py2I i2 z , i s s q 1, . . . , s , .  .  .0 py2 2 1 2
? ? ?
J i p z , « f I i p z , i s s q 1, . . . , s . .  .0 p py1 p
 .THEOREM 4. Any approximate solution of the system 4.1 can be repre-
sented in the form
I z , « f w J 1 , . . . , J s0 q «w J 1 , . . . , J s1 .  .  .0 1
q « 2w J 1 , . . . , J s2 q ??? q« pw J 1 , . . . , J sp , 4.3 .  .  .2 p
for some functions w , w , w , . . . , w .0 1 2 p
 .Proof. Let a solution of the system 4.1 have the form
I z , « f c z q «c z q « 2c z q ??? q« pc z . .  .  .  .  .0 1 2 p
 .  .  .  .Then the functions c z , c z , c z , . . . , c z satisfy the systems V ,0 1 2 p 0
V , . . . , V and hence do the corresponding complete and compatible1 p
systems V , V , . . . , V .0 1 p
According to the theory of systems of linear homogeneous first-order
w x  .PDEs 5 , the function c z satisfying the system V can be represented0 0
1 . s0 .as a function of the functionally independent solutions I z , . . . , I z of0 0
V in the form0
c z s w I 1 z , . . . , I s0 z .  .  . .0 0 0 0
 .with appropriately chosen function w . Therefore the solution I z, « can0
be rewritten as
1 s0 Ä pÄI z , « f w I z , « , . . . , I z , « q «c z q ??? q« c z .  .  .  .  . .0 1 p
Ä Ä .  .for some functions c z , . . . , c z .1 p
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0Ä  . It is obvious that the function c z satisfies the system V i.e., the1 1
.system of the homogeneous equations corresponding to V and therefore1
can be represented in the form
Ä 1 s1c z s w I z , . . . , I z . .  .  . .1 1 0 0
Since the function
«w J 1 , . . . , J s1 .1
 .  .is a solution of the system 4.1 , the function I z, « can be rewritten in
the form
I z , « f w J 1 z , « , . . . , J s0 z , « q «w J 1 z , « , . . . , J s1 z , « .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1
2 pq « c z q ??? q« c z .  .2 p
 .  .for some functions c z , . . . , c z .2 p
Repeating the above procedure we complete the proof of the theorem.
Remark 6. Consider the following two systems of approximate up to
 py1..  .o « equations obtained from 4.1 , namely, the system
X I ' X q « X q ??? q« py1X I s o « py1 , . .a a , 0 a , 1 a , py10 0 0 0
py1 py1X I ' « X q ??? q« X I s o « , . .a a , 0 a , py21 1 1 4.4 .
? ? ?
py1 py1X I ' « X I s o « , .a a , 0py 1 py1
 .  p.obtained from 4.1 by neglecting the terms of order o « , and the system
X I ' X q « X q ??? q« py1X I s o « py1 , . .a a , 0 a , 1 a , py10 0 0 0
py1 py1X I ' X q « X q ??? q« X I s o « , . .a a , 0 a , 1 a , py11 1 1 1 4.5 .
? ? ?
py1 py1X I ' « X I s o « .a a , 0p p
obtained by dividing the equations of non-zero order i.e., the equations
.  p.X , . . . , X by « and by neglecting in X the terms of order o « .a a a1 p 0
 .The solution 4.3 yields the following solutions to these systems: a
solution
I z , « s w J 1 , . . . , J s1 q «w J 1 , . . . , J s2 .  .  .0 1
q ??? q« py1w J 1 , . . . , J sp q o « py1 4.6 .  .  .py1
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 .of the system 4.4 , and a solution
I z , « s w J 1 , . . . , J s0 q «w J 1 , . . . , J s1 q ??? .  .  .0 1
q « py1w J 1 , . . . , J spy 1 q o « py1 4.7 .  .  .py1
 .of the system 4.5 .
 .  .In the general case, the solutions 4.6 and 4.7 do not provide the
general solutions of the corresponding systems. However if, in particular,
 .  .the sequence 4.2 of the systems V , . . . , V corresponding to 4.1 are0 p
 .  .complete and compatible, then the formulae 4.6 , 4.7 yield the general
solutions.
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the following system of linear approximate up
 2 ..to o « first-order PDE:
­ I ­ I ­ I
2q « q « s 0,1 2 3­ z ­ z ­ z
4.8 .
­ I ­ I
4 2 1« z y « z s 0.1 4­ z ­ z
We seek the solutions of the form
I z , « f I z q « I z q « 2I z . .  .  .  .0 1 2
The systems V , V , and V have the form:0 1 2
system V ,0
­ I0 s 0,1­ z
­ I04z s 0;1­ z
system V ,1
­ I ­ I1 0q s 0,1 2­ z ­ z
­ I ­ I1 04 1z y z s 0;1 4­ z ­ z
system V ,2
­ I ­ I ­ I2 1 0q q s 0.1 2 3­ z ­ z ­ z
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To check the completeness of the system V , we calculate the Jacobi1
bracket for the equations of the system V :1
­ I ­ I ­ I ­ I1 0 1 04 1q , z y z1 2 1 4 5­ z ­ z ­ z ­ z
­ ­ I ­ I ­ ­ I ­ I ­ I1 0 1 0 04 1 4' z y z y z q s y .1 1 4 1 1 2 4 /  /­ z ­ z ­ z ­ z ­ z ­ z ­ z
 .Hence, the system V is complete, if I z satisfies the additional equation1 0
­ I0 s 0.4­ z
Add this equation to the system V .0
From the compatibility of the system V , the additional equation for the1
 .function I z is obtained:0
­ I ­ I0 04 1z q z s 0.2 4­ z ­ z
As a result, we have the following systems:
system V ,0
­ I ­ I ­ I0 0 0s 0, s 0, s 0;1 2 4­ z ­ z ­ z
system V ,1
­ I1 s 0;1­ z
system V ,2
­ I ­ I ­ I2 1 0q q s 0.1 2 3­ z ­ z ­ z
 .These systems yield the following three particular solutions of 4.8 :
I 1 z , « s z 3 y « 2 z1 , I 2 z , « s « z 2 y « 2 z1 , I 3 z , « s « z 4 . .  .  .
 .The general solution of the system 4.8 is
I z , « f w z 3 y « 2 z1 q «w z 3 , z 2 y « z1 , z 4 q « 2w z 3 , z 2 , z 4 . .  .  .  .0 1 2
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The described procedure can be used for calculating invariants of
multi-parameter approximate groups. But, unlike the theory of invariants
of exact Lie transformation groups, the condition that operators
X , . . . , X generate an approximate Lie algebra is not sufficient fora a0 p
completeness and compatibility of the systems V , . . . , V . The following0 p
two examples illustrate this statement.
  ..EXAMPLE 5. Consider approximate up to o « operators
­ ­ ­
1 3X s « , X s « q z z1 21 2 3 /­ z ­ z ­ z
  .. w x  .which generate the approximate up to o « Lie algebra X , X s o « ,1 2
w x .i.e., here X , X f 0 . The corresponding system V has the form1 2 0
­ I0 s 0,1­ z
­ I ­ I0 01 3q z z s 0 4.9 .2 3­ z ­ z
and is not complete. Indeed, forming the Poisson bracket of the left-hand
sides, we obtain the equation
­ I03z s 0,3­ z
 .which is independent of 4.9 .
EXAMPLE 6. Let us consider the operators
­ ­
1 2X s z q z ,1 1 2­ z ­ z
­ ­
1 1 2 2 1 2X s z ln z q « z q z ln z q « z . .  .2 1 2­ z ­ z
These operators satisfy the condition
w xX , X s X1 2 1
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  ..and consequently they generate an approximate up to o « Lie algebra.
The corresponding systems V , V have the form0 1
system V ,0
­ I ­ I0 01 2z q z s 0,1 2­ z ­ z
­ I ­ I0 01 1 2 1z ln z q z ln z s 0;1 2­ z ­ z
system V ,1
­ I ­ I1 11 2z q z s 0,1 2­ z ­ z
­ I ­ I ­ I ­ I1 1 0 01 1 2 1 2 2z ln z q z ln z s yz y z .1 2 1 2­ z ­ z ­ z ­ z
The systems V and V are complete the system V is complete by0 1 1
.virtue of the system V , but the condition of compatibility of the system0
 .V yields the additional equation for I z , i.e.,1 0
­ I ­ I0 0q s 0.1 2­ z ­ z
Thus, the problem of determining a number of independent invariants
of an approximate transformation group is solved only after investigation
of completeness and compatibility of the corresponding systems
V , V , . . . , V . In Section 5, we present a sufficient condition of com-0 1 p
pleteness for the systems V , V , . . . , V . Here the simplest sufficient0 1 p
condition of compatibility of such systems is given.
 .PROPOSITION 4. Let the systems V , V , . . . , V of the sequence 4.2 be0 1 p
complete, and all equations of the system V be independent. Then the0
systems V , . . . , V are compatible.1 p
5. SUFFICIENT CONDITION OF COMPLETENESS OF
THE SYSTEMS V , . . . , V0 p
Consider the set of r approximate operators
X s X q « X q ??? q« pX ,a a , 0 a , 1 a , p0 0 0 0
pX s « X q ??? q« X ,a a , 0 a , py11 1 1 5.1 .
? ? ?
pX s « X ,a a , 0p p
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 .  .of the system 4.1 . Here a s 1, . . . , r k s 0, . . . , p , r q ??? qr s r,k k 0 p
i  . i.X s j z ­r­ z . Using these operators, for every q s 0, . . . , p wea , j a , jk k
construct the operators
Y q s X q « X q ??? q« q X ,a a , 0 a , 1 a , q0 0 0 0
q qY s X q « X q ??? q« X ,a a , 0 a , 1 a , q1 1 1 1
? ? ?
q qY s X q « X q ??? q« X ,a a , 0 a , 1 a , qpy q pyq pyq pyq
5.2 .q 2 qY s « X q « X q ??? q« X ,a a , 0 a , 1 a , qy1py qq1 pyqq1 pyqq1 pyqq1
? ? ?
q qy1 qY s « X q « Xa a , 0 a , 1py 1 py1 py1
q qY s « Xa a , 0p p
which are exact operators for q s 0 and approximate operators for any
q s 1, . . . , p.
THEOREM 5. If for any q s 0, . . . , p the commutators of the operators
q q   q..Y , . . . , Y can be represented with an error o « as linear functions ofa a0 pyq
q q  .the operators Y , . . . , Y , then each of the system V of the sequence 4.2 isa a t0 p
 .complete on the solutions of the systems V , V , . . . , V , t s 0, . . . , p .0 1 ty1
 .Proof. For q s 0, the operators 5.2 are reduced to the exact opera-
tors, i.e.,
Y 0 s X , k s 0, . . . , p ,a a , 0k k
and the condition of the theorem is rewritten in the form1
g mX X s w z X , k , l , m s 0, . . . , p , .a , 0 b , 0 a , b g , 0k l k l m
g m  .with some functions w z . This condition is equivalent to that ofa , bk l
completeness of the system V .0
1 g m  . pAccording to the convention on repeated indices, w z X s a , b g , 0 m s 0k l m
rm gm  . w z X .g s1 a , b g , 0m k l m
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Consider the case q s 1. Then
Y 1 s X q « X ,a a , 0 a , 10 0 0
1Y s X q « X ,a a , 0 a , 11 1 1
? ? ? 5.3 .
1Y s X q « X ,a a , 0 a , 1py 1 py1 py1
1Y s « X .a a , 0p p
In this case, the condition of the theorem has the form
1 1Y , Ya bk l
s wg m z Y 1 q wg p z Y 1 q o « , k , l , m s 0, . . . , p y 1, .  .  .a , b g a , b gk l m k l p
 .or, taking account of 5.3 ,
X q « X , X q « Xa , 0 a , 1 b , 0 b , 1k k l l
s wg m z X q « X q wg p z « X q o « . .  .  . .a , b g , 0 g , 1 a , b g , 0k l m m k l p
Equating the coefficients of « 0 and « 1 on the left- and right-hand sides,
respectively, yields the equalities
g mX , X s w z X , .a , 0 b , 0 a , b g , 0k l k l m
g gm pX , X q X , X s w z X q w z X . .  .a , 0 b , 1 a , 1 b , 0 a , b g , 1 a , b g , 0k l k l k l m k l p
5.4 .
The Jacobi bracket for the equations of the system V has the form see1
 ..the Appendix, formula A.2
X I q X I , X I q X I 4a , 0 1 a , 1 0 b , 0 1 b , 1 0k k l l
s X , X I q X , X q X , X I . .a , 0 b , 0 1 a , 0 b , 1 a , 1 b , 0 0k l k l k l
 .Substituting here the conditions 5.4 , we get
X I q X I , X I q X I 4a , 0 1 a , 1 0 b , 0 1 b , 1 0k k l l
s wg m z X I q X I q wg p z X I , .  . .a , b g , 0 1 g , 1 0 a , b g , 0 0k l m m k l p
k , l , m s 0, . . . , p y 1,
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i.e., the linear function of the equations of the systems V and V . Hence,0 1
the system V is complete on the solutions of the system V .1 0
 .Let us consider the case of arbitrary q F p . Then the condition of the
theorem has the form
p
q q g qmY , Y f w z Y , k , l s 0, . . . , p y q. .a b a , b gk l k l m
ms0
 .By virtue of 5.2 , the left-hand side of this equality has the form
q qX q « X q ??? q« X , X q « X q ??? q« Xa , 0 a , 1 a , q b , 0 b , 1 b , qk k k l l l
q i
is « X , X ,  a , j b , iyjk l
is0 js0
and the right-hand side can be rewritten as
pyq
g qmw z X q « X q ??? q« X .  . a , b g , 0 g , 1 g , qk l m m m
ms0
q wg py qq1 z « X q « 2 X q ??? q« q X .  /g , 0 g , 1 g , qy1a , b py qq1 pyqq1 pyqq1k l
q ??? qwg p z « q X . .a , b g , 0k l p
Equating the coefficients of powers of « in these expressions, we obtain
the equations
pyq
0 g m« : X , X s w z X ; .a , 0 b , 0 a , b g , 0k l k l m
ms0
1« : X , X q X , Xa , 0 b , 1 a , 1 b , 0k l k l
pyq
g gm pyqq1s w z X q w z X ; 5.5 .  .  . a , b g , 1 g , 0a , bk l m pyqq1k l
ms0
i
i« : X , X a , j b , iyjk l
js0
pyq i
g gm pyqq js w z X q w z X , .  . a , b g , i g , iyja , bk l m pyqq jk l
ms0 js1
where i F q.
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For equations of the system V , the Jacobi bracket has the form seeq
.the Appendix
q q q i
X I , X I s X X I .   a , i qyi b , j qyj a , j b , iyj qyik l k l 5
is0 js0 is0 js0
 .Substitution of the expressions 5.5 in the right-hand side of this equality
yields
q pyq i
g gm pyqq jw z X q w z X I .  .  a , b g , i g , iyj qyia , bk l m pyqq jk l /is0 ms0 js1
or, after interchanging the order of summation
pyq q q q
g gm pyqq jw z X I q w z X I . .  .   a , b g , i qyi g , iyj qyia , bk l m pyqq jk l
ms0 is0 js1 isj
This sum can be rewritten in the form
pyq q qy1 n
g gm pynw z X I q w z X I , .  .   a , b g , i qyi a , b g , j nyjk l m k l pyn /  /
ms0 is0 ns0 js0
where the expressions in the first brackets are equations of the system V ,q
  ..and in the second ones of the systems V , . . . , V see A.1 . Hence,0 qy1
the system V is complete on the solutions of the systems V , . . . , V .q 0 qy1
The theorem is proved.
Remark 7. If the operators X , X , . . . , X are obtained as solutiona a a0 1 p
of some approximate determining equations, then they satisfy the condi-
tion of Theorem 5. Moreover, in this case the operators Y q , Y q , . . . , Y qa a a0 1 p
  q..form an exact Lie algebra for q s 0, and an approximate up to o « Lie
algebra for any q s 1, . . . , p.
APPENDIX: JACOBI BRACKETS FOR EQUATIONS OF
THE SYSTEM V q
 .Consider the sequence 4.2 of the systems V , V , . . . , V . Each system0 1 p
V , q s 0, . . . , p, contains r q ??? qr equations of the formq 0 pyq
q
X I s 0, k s 0, . . . , p y q , a s 1, . . . , r , A.1 . a , i qyi k kk
is0
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 .  .  .for determining I z provided that the functions I z , . . . , I z areq qy1 0
known and are defined from the systems V , . . . , V . We will now showqy1 0
that the Jacobi bracket for any pair of equations from V gives theq
expression containing only the first derivatives of the functions
 .  .I z , . . . , I z .q 0
Consider equations
q




X I ' X I q X I q ??? qX I s 0 b , j qyj b , 0 q b , 1 qy1 b , q 0l l l l
is0
 .  4from the system V k, l s 0, . . . , p y q . The Jacobi bracket . , . forq
these equations has the form
q q
X I , X I a , i qyi b , j qyjk l 5
is0 js0
q q
s X X I y X X I a , 0 b , j qyj b , 0 a , i qyik l l k / /
js0 is0
q q
s X , X q X X I y X X I . a , 0 b , 0 a , 0 b , j qyj b , 0 a , i qyik l k l l k / /
js1 is1
Here
X , X s X X y X Xa , 0 b , 0 a , 0 b , 0 b , 0 a , 0k l k l l k
is the commutator of the operators X , X and consequently a differ-a , 0 b , 0k l
ential operator of the first order. Other expressions include differential
operators of the second order. Let us write them in the form
q
X , X q X X y X , X y X X I . . a , 0 b , i b , i a , 0 b , 0 a , i a , i b , 0 qyik l l k l k k l
is1
By substitution of the equations of the systems V , . . . , V , this expres-qy1 0
sion is transformed into
q
X , X q X , X I . a , 0 b , i a , i b , 0 qyik l k l
is1
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qy1 qyi qyi
q X y X I y X y X I  b , i a , i qyiyj a , i b , j qyiyjl k k l /  / /is1 js1 js1
q
s X , X q X , X I . a , 0 b , i a , i b , 0 qyik l k l
is1
qy1 qyi qy1 qyi
q X X I y X X I .   a , i b , j qyiyj b , i a , j qyiyjk l l k
is1 js1 is1 js1
Interchanging the order of summation in the last expression, we obtain the
expression
q q qyi
X , X q X , X I q X X I .  a , 0 b , i a , i b , 0 qyi a , i b , j qyiyjk l k l k l
is1 is1 js1
containing only first derivatives.
After simple transformations, the following representation of the Jacobi
bracket for equations of the system V is obtained:q
q q
X I , X I a , i qyi b , j qyjk l 5
is0 js0
q i
s X X I  a , j b , iyj qyik l
is0 js0
' X X I q X X q X X I .a , 0 b , 0 q a , 0 b , 1 a , 1 b , 0 qy1k l k l k l
q X X q X X q X X I q ??? .a , 0 b , 2 a , 1 b , 1 a , 2 b , 0 qy2k l k l k l
q X X q ??? q X X I . A.2 . .a , 0 b , q a , q b , 0 0k l k l
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